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Abstract 

The study aimed at cleaning the Arab conflicts: cases, causes and consequences. The study was 

performed on a hypothesis means: (from the conducive factors on blazing conflict in the Arab World, 

their origin is external. It is the foreign action and another internal.. it is absence of social justice in the 

Arab World). But the problem of study had been twisted at a question means: (what conflicts that took 

place in the Arab region, their consequences and causes that pushed them to show up), to achieve the 

objectives of study and answer its questions the analytical descriptive method had been employed for this 

goal. The study deduced the correctness of the hypothesis and answering its axial question. The study 

deduced many consequences, the most important are: methods, media and the Arab delegates are unable 

to perform the message of solving the Arab conflicts being could not find common divisors among Arab 

States after passing a half century since the performance of the Arab regional state. These consequences 

obliged recommendations, the most important of them are: working on laying mutual educational 

methods for all scientific sectors and levels in the Arab world through committees for constituting 

common intellectual divisors at individuals of the Arab Nation, preparing to lay a solution that satisfies 

any party of the conflict parties among them, starting from them mutual understanding of their issues. 

 

Key Words: Conflicts, Cases, Consequences, Causes. 

 

Introduction: 

The phenomenon of conflict is considered an international one differs from other phenomena of 

relations that it is a dynamic phenomenon with extreme complication due to multitudness of dimensions, 

overlapping of their causes, sources and interwisting of their interactions and their direct and indirect 

impact on the international relations in general. 

The Arab states as political units in this immense world, and due to what the imperialist who 

settled on their land for a long time, did and what he did before departing their land, made there 

epicenters of conflict among each Arab state and another, they were an important entrance to wars and the 

Arab conflicts, the demarcation of Arab borders among units of the Arab regional system is nothing but 

one of those entrances of wars and conflict, and no doubt in it in the Arab region lives and international, 

regional and local conflict, there is a true threat of the national dimension of the Arab world also there is a 

clear thereat from waging civil wars in the one state, for the foreign greeds will not stop from this native 

land, especially its geographic location is an important one, was and still across all ages a contact between 

the east and the west, also its land possesses natural good deeds, it is the other greed every state with 

power in the world. And an attempt to survive the woof of the Arab fabric correlated, the thing that called 

us to clear these Arab conflicts, consequences and causes that perhaps share in a political vision that stops 

the causes of conflicts reaching an Arab Nation guarantees freedom, justice and unity being this a 

necessary necessity for any hoped Arab rise. 
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Objectives of study: 

This study aims at the following: 

Pin-pointing the different external greeds that led to partition in the Arab world, diagnosis of 

conflict cases in the Arab world, raising consequences resulting from partitions in the Arab world, and 

being aware of helping factors on inflaming conflict. 

 

Questions of study: 

This study is meant to answer the following questions: 

1. What are the conflicts created by the external greeds in the Arab world? 

2. What are the conflict cases that caught the Arab world? 

3. What are the consequences of these conflicts that catch the Arab region? 

4. What are the causes of the Arab – Arab conflicts? 

 

Hypothesis of study: 

But hypotheses of study are performed on a basis of the helping factors in inflaming the conflict in 

the Arab world their origin is external.. it is the foreign action and another is internal, it is selecting the 

social justice in the Arab world. 

 

Significance of study: 

The significance of study conceals in raising a serious and important subject, considered from the 

subjects that form a large climate of studying the case of the Arab Nation, being living today in shadow of 

a violent chaos, mass- destruction, blood-bath, disorders, threats, conflicts and wars. Many Arab states 

had been involved in civil wars armed with different excuses, border excuses, ethnic, religious, sectic and 

else. Also research in the Arab – Arab and the local Arab within the regional state obliges us to be 

coherently aware of the fact of the inflaming role of the foreign interventions, and perhaps the Iraqi crisis, 

Syrian, Libyan, or the Yemeni crisis is the best evidence of that. The price is extensive paid by the Arab 

states as a result of these conflicts.. it is more costing and more degrading to Arabs. The price appears 

extensive across the gate of paying milliards to the market of the western arms, to buy the arms that mean 

obtainment of money by the West, and across payment of dozens of millions to the Western Associations, 

those mostly work for the interest of the Zionist Lobby. From this point we send the significance of study 

being diagnosing the Arab conflicts, cases, causes and consequences. And due to the significance of the 

subject we will clear the external greeds in the Arab World, and then transfer to the essence of these 

conflicts and their causes, because we cannot pin-point the remedy before the diagnosis of the sickness. 

 

Term of study: 

The study included the term of conflict and it is defined as follows: the Dictionary of Cambridge 

defines the conflict as it is “an acting discrepancy among persons having opinions or contradicting 

principles, or it is a fight between two groups or more of people or countries (Hanna, Fadi, 2019: 441)”. 

But the department of American cognitions defines conflict as “usually indicates to a case of non-relief or 

the psychological pressure resulting from disagreement between two wishes, two needs or more from 

wishes of the individual or his needs (Zawawi, 2014: 21)”. 

But Lewis Kowser defines conflict as “a competition on values, power and resources, the aim of it 

among the rivals neutralizing, clarification, or harming the antagonists” may let us specify the nature of 

conflict through analyzing the term of the conflict and it is a condition in which a group of individuals be 

of a tribe, ethnic group, linguistic, cultural, religious, social or politically involved in contradiction with a 

group or groups each of them seeks to achieve contradictive objectives (Dorathi, 1985: 139-140). 

And others define it as: “a stand of contradiction between two international actors or more in the 

interests and objectives, it starts from exchanging unfriendly statements to reach the degree of conflict 
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and wars” (Al-Hazaimeh and et al, 2018: 135). And through what preceded we see conflict that it is “an 

accidental case rises as a result of difference in interests and competition among states”. 

 

Previous studies: 

There are numerous previous studies, we indicate to the most important of them in the following: 

Al-Rifai’s study (2005) entitled “Globalization and Some Social Economic Effects Resulting 

From It”; for the study was performed on the problematic of its axial question: what are the social and 

economic consequences resulting from the phenomenon of globalization, and the researcher had deduced 

through studying that the phenomenon of globalization with risks aggravating the positivenesses on the 

community of the state, that is because of the United States of America as individuality in leading the new 

world order, being does not promote except with what serves its objectives in the world. 

Al-Kafarneh’s study (2009), entitled “Political Effects in the Arab Regional System in Light of 

Occupying Iraq”. This study aimed at discussing the Arab Regional System headed by the Arab States 

league for the sake of reforming it, and studying the obstacles and challenges still threatening the Arab 

Regional System, causes of the Arab Regional role absence, the leader state, and studying the impact of 

the increasing role for states of the geographic adjacency, that affect the national nature of the Iraqi 

system. 

Niyal’s study (2009): “the political reformation described as an excuse of the foreign intervention 

in the Arab Homeland”. The study tackled the role of the external intervention in the process of the 

political reformation in the Arab Homeland, and pressing on the Arab Systems to start this political 

reformation, especially during the Iraqi Invasion of Kuwait in the year 1990. 

And Al-Habbas study (2013), entitled “the international competition and its impact on the Arab 

world”, role of the great states in the Arab Homeland as an irritator in the Arab regional issues and their 

different files, and intervention in the Arab regional affairs, especially from the United States of America 

after the termination of the Cold War and the beginning of the Second Gulf War. 

Al-Janabi study (2019), entitled “the international strategic vision for the Middle East: the location 

– wealth – power”. The study tacked the international strategic vision for the Middle East; for those 

visions started from the triangle of the strategic domination (strategic - location oil wealth – 

confederational power), with a role in the strategic balance of powers, and the researching process 

included the concept of international strategic vision that specifies the behavior of international powers 

together with its states within one of the three alternatives: first; domination on the world strategic 

location, the second; domination on the world source of energy, and the third: building alliances and 

international joint ventures. 

What distinguishes the present study from the previous studies, that is from part that this study 

tackled the Arab conflicts: cases, causes and consequences. In addition to being this study sought to 

diagnose causes that annoyed the Arab World and are still. 

Methodology of study: 

This study depends on the descriptive analytical method, being the method that explains what 

obtained of information concerning the subject of study. But from part of dividing the study, this study 

will be tackled in an introduction, three topics, and a conclusion including consequences and 

recommendations that had been deduced, they are as follows: 

 

1. The Arab World and External Greeds: 

The Arab Nation was exposed to barbarian and racial attacks across history, these attacks were to 

achieve their enlarging imperialistic objectives and economic acquirements, in addition to destroyment of 

the civilized personality of our Arab Islamic Nation. 

It is clear that the Zionist attack which caught fire in our Arab Homeland, it is nothing but an 

extension of those attacks that registered a temporary presence on pages of history and departed, but this 
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attack is distinguished from the preceded attacks, and the Arab community during them was governed by 

one ideology, its roots refer to springs of the clear through, which was the prop of the Arab Islamic 

Progressive Project. The most important results had been Arabs’ departure from their island and their 

Islamic Empire was performed on a land owned by both states of Persia and the Romans, leaders of the 

world at that time (Al-Asha’l, 2018: 516). But the subsequent attack of the Zionist one differs, because of 

its excellence, meaning that the Jews could constitute for themselves a united personality, in addition to 

their technological excellence enhanced by the west. 

Scrutinizing the map of the Arab Homeland, the on-looker easily discovers a number of facts that 

mean in their majority the phases of true excellence at all domains of this homeland, and this means it 

owns all causes of true power and also owns all causes of performing the building of man civilization, and 

though all these phases disperse by action of Arab non-awareness, and by conduct of enemies of the 

nation, who do not want to see a power on earth shares their power in the world, and this is negatively 

reflected on all the Arab world (Al-Nahdi, 2018). 

From the most important issues of the political thought that polarize interest at a central form and 

at the level of the intellectual, political, social and economic settings all in the Arab world is the issue of 

Arab conflicts, the talk about it is considered old and renews at a time and another, especially the Arab 

condition became a place of questioning: why the nation could not connect among its terminals to deduce 

the consequences of its conflicts and fights that storm the region? 

Any how it is positive for the subject to occupy its position in the scale ladder of research priorities and 

investigation, because it lays our intellectual capacity on studying the joint of its important history. The 

matter of this case calls for rational true diagnosis of the Arab conflicts at the same rationality of fetching 

the consequences of the Arab conflicts. 

 

2. Diagnosis of Arab-Arab Conflict Cases: 

The Arab World today passes a stage through the consecutive historical eras, and we can call it 

“the stage of haughtiness”, the sharpest of what is on the Arab Homeland are the numerous industries that 

storm among its directions, that are in place of great catastrophes greater than the catastrophe of Tatar on 

Baghdad in the year (656 H.) (Ibn Katheer Al-Dimashqi, 1985: 213) also it is greater than the catastrophe 

of Crusades and their extraction of Jerusalem from hands of Moslems in the year (452 H.) (Al-I’leimi, h.t: 

274). From the most prominent conflicts are as follows: 

 

2.1. Geographic Laceration:  

The Arab Homeland witnessed a geographic unity before the break-out of the First World War, 

and before it the conflicts inside the Arab Homeland were natural local, and authoritative among rulers 

and regions, so if the homeland was exposed to an external danger the all forgot their discrepancies and 

united to drive away dangers and confront them, and at the day-break of the twentieth century, 

conferences looked down upon us, such as (London Conference in 1905-1907) and treaties (SieksBico 

Treaty in 1916) (Muhafezah, 2016), and promises like Balfour’s Promise by which Britain granted what it 

did not possess to the Jews, the aim of them all is partition of the one homeland and dividing it into small 

states, also there is no sudden transference in elements of natural environment between a country and 

another and not in the human elements. 

These limits drawn by the imperialist became in shadow of the Arab Regional state quarrel among 

each other on a span of hand from land and considered not limits at the extent to be prisons imprison 

inside them Arabs all Arabs. What increased the problem is that borders drawn by the imperialist to take 

within their folds the nature of conflict ..so existed between each state and its neighbor a problem of 

timed bombs, in that we see that between Somalia and Ethiopia a conflict about ogadin region that, in 

origin belongs to Somalia and Britain did deliver it to Ethiopia, and the problem of Libya with Tshad 
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about (Ozo) region, and the problem of Iraq and Kuwait borders…etc. at each state there is a border 

problem (Al-Ehnoomi, 2014). 

The consequences of the geographic laceration at its highest forms is antagonism and conflict 

among the political units formed by the Arab regional system, and this results in economic and political 

laceration considering each state had taken its neighbor an enemy. In addition to being exposed to foreign 

intervention, when the conflict is the master of the Arab stands as a result of borders laid by the foreigner, 

who timed for them to let intervention be newly done in the Arab World. This is the case of the United 

States of America in Iraq and else (Shurahbeel, 2013: 33). 

 

2.2. Political Laceration: 

After demarcation of borders among the Arab states the Arab Regional State bloomed and 

entrusted power and the political authority in each state the system, conduct and ideology differs from the 

other. The Arab world is known from the monarchy systems, presidency, princely, and Sultanate, also the 

ideology variated between socialism and capitalism and liberalism, Islamism, and Marxism. This is no 

doubt is a track of conflict and fight of terminals of Arab States, their language is “Dad”, fight each other 

for firing a coming ideology with Western origin (Haider, 2011: 107-132).  

The political laceration had appeared through many accusations of the Arab states each other, this 

will be described that it is a reactionary state and that is an advancing state and this made the Arab 

political action absent from the arena of politics, and inside the one Arab Regional State.. there are 

conflicts resulting from the discrepancy on authority and sovereignty or attempts of separation from the 

state – we indicate to the case of the Kurds in North Iraq- and that may rise among parties or political 

powers or among parties inside the one political system – and what is the case of conflicts in the Arab 

states- Iraq, Syria, Libya and Yemen – today except as a witness and an evidence of that, and can be the 

political dimension and fight about it may transfer this outside and regional states or international states 

intervene in abusing the internal tissue of the state, and this may transfer to the adjacent countries, so the 

political decision becomes in the of states from outside the Arab region (Al-Sarrati, 2019: 14). 

This laceration makes each Arab political decision moves in a different lane from the other, and 

perhaps crosses with and happens what happens from a crossing, war and conflicts. 

The case of political laceration in the Arab States left consequences in the case of the Arab 

countries lead to concentration on disconnecting the Arab regional system in which each state takes a 

political method differs with the other Arab States. This weakness leads to allowing the foreigner to 

intervene through his investment of the political discrepancy points among the Arab States, but due to the 

Arab Regional State if caught a case of internal political laceration, means announcement of the state 

departure or at least departure of the ruling band from the political playground, and its introduction is a 

crispness and weakness that catch the authority of the government and flabbiness of its administrative 

body thing that leads to its inability (Baroot, 2015: 37). 

 

2.3. Economic Laceration: 

Imperialism attempted, with all its effort, imposing an economic system on the Arab world of 

following the external markets, so imposed the economic restrictions through the appropriate historical 

circumstances, after the imperialism had laid his authority on the Arab countries to constitute fields 

produce the rough materials to feed its capitalist industry, and to let its markets open remain to conduct 

products of the imperialist states, and each state of imperialist states sought to find a foothold for them in 

the Arab lands, except for the intervention of imperialism in the Arab world, it would be the unique 

homeland in the world that achieves economic integration among its districts, but could not achieve even 

one step forward in the economic development, the Arab borders stood a barrier in front of transferring 

goods, products, the Arabgoods and else, while doors were wide- open in front of those products in the 

west. 
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This laceration had been molded when the Arab economic dimension started inclining to the 

external conflicts more than inclining to the internal conflicts either it was among adjacent states or 

divergent states to dominate the economic resources as it is the case in the Iraqi invasion to Kuwait in the 

year 1990, that justified the United States of America occupation of Iraq (Al-Basrati, 2018: 45), and this 

does not deny non-existence of internal conflicts on the economic resources inside the Arab states, and 

those that they emerge as a result of non-equality in distribution among the people of the state, or be as a 

result of a party’s domination on the economic resources even if was outside the political elite of the state, 

such as the domination of Hizb Allah on the Lebanese Decision and controlling the resources of the state 

(Al-Basrati, 2019). 

But the consequences left by the condition of the economic laceration, and it is represented in the 

deterioration of the basic structure necessary for development and investigation of the ability of the state 

on attracting the foreign investments and does not insure its needs and basic requirements and becomes a 

target for destruction, the thing that in the end to existence of un-peaceful environment as a result of 

losing necessary stability for its permanence (Al-Basrati, 2018: 58). 

 

2.4. Intellectual Laceration: 

The intellectual laceration was a result of the geographic, political, economic, and aspects of 

intellectual laceration seem clear through hindering the process of interaction among individuals of the 

one Arab Nation, so we find that bearers of some scientific qualifications whose source is this Arab 

country or that, their bearers do not find opportunities for work and the reason is because they are from an 

Arab country, and at tension of the relationship among systems the regional state seeks, if could, to 

confiscate the literal or technical word and prevent it from transference from an Arab country to another, 

and in concise the identity of the Nation had been lost and branched  into branches of annihilating loss. 

And of what can be said that there are contradictions in imaginations, visions and concepts, these 

became a general trait and from the contemporary Arab Ideological Thought characteristics, so 

nationalism, unity, culture, heritage, renaissance, modernity, and crowds raised in this thought 

contradictions in addition to that the political dimension of the Arab Regional State has a role in the 

laceration of the Arab thought and lay different contradictions when the political decision-maker deafened 

his ear from hearing the right and made everyone who violates his political vison an enemy of it waits 

death or life imprisonment, therefore, in shadow of the Arab displacement policy, he departed to a 

country more peaceful, the thing that made him more innovating in states of new immigration. This is 

what the Western states followed from the policy of (polarizing) the Arab Minds so built it a renaissance 

and provided it a development (Al-Hulu, 2017). 

 

3. Helping Factors on Inflaming Conflict: 

At thinking of phases for solving the Arab conflicts the cultural invasion and the extent of its 

intensification in the body of the Nation blooms into the mind, after it, were the Crusade wars and the 

bitter result obtained by Crusaders from their first wars with Moslems in both Hijrah centuries; the Fifth 

and the Sixth, both Eleventh and Twelfth centuries and terminated in the overwhelming defeat and 

achieving nothing of their aims (Jada’n 2015: 244-248; Qutub, 1988: 196). The means of that not done 

except by following numerous techniques of them misshaping methods of education, media means and 

encouragement of the Arab Islamic expeditions policy to the western states in order men of the Nation 

return perplexed with the Western civilization, and so these means and else are causes of the Arab crises.. 

we will tackle them through the following means: 

 

 

3.1. Methods of Education: 
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Methods of education are an industrial factory for generations of the Nation. Whenever they were 

at an amount of staidness, they will achieve the objectives they seek, or else the effort of the Nation will 

vanish. 

Methods of education had been as formed by the Englishmen, similar to molds pour rationality of 

the teacher in the required mold, and in turn concentrate on the offspring to be poured newly in the same 

mold, and this is enlisted on the Arab countries. We started hear of foreign schools inside the Arab world, 

their transport means wander our Arab cities and streets ornamented with names of those schools and our 

sons race on them, their methods are empty from any symbols of the Arab Homeland and have no 

relationwith it. And this in turn led to accepting a great number of ideas that serve imperialism and absent 

awareness of men of the nation from the dimensions of these ideas and poisoned goals. 

Arab methods of education and this case builds scientific terms pour in the interest of imperialism 

and does not serve the Arab region and its peoples being had stopped the consequences of culture 

acquired from the foreign schools or at least affected by them, for example: 

The term of the Arab-Israeli conflict – is a term that does not belong to reality with any link and 

this term lays two nationalisms in return for each other and in two straight parallel lines and the mistake 

in that is that the Jews have no nationalism and the conflict in its fact is a pure religious conflict and 

referring the Jews to prophets of Bani-Israel and Israel’s land the Land of Promise as provided in the 

Torah (Swariz, 2018: 33). 

The term of Israel State is a term taken by the Arab Studying methods at school and the university, 

and this term is dedicated to thought of the movement of the Zionist propaganda and the Zionist historians 

who introduced (the Zionist Movements) as one of the Nationalistic Movements that emerged among the 

European Nationalistic Movements in the Nineteenth Century (Fahmi, 1965: 18-45), while Israel does not 

possess any of the nationalistic constituents, in addition to being this term dedicates the saying of the 

“Selected God’s People”, where the word Israel is divided into two parts (Isra) means elite and (el) means 

Allah so the meaning of the word is “Elite of God”, or “The Selected God’s People”, and it makes the 

other peoples in their opinion is Goyeem that is beasts for their riding (Shaker, 2017: 79-92). 

The term of the Middle East is an imperialist term serves Israel and the west and a number of the 

Arab states from the nationalistic texture like Algeria, Tunisia, Morocco, and Libya and enters within its 

context Israel and Ethiopia and another number of the states, these terms have to accept the matter 

braveries not at this limit, terms have to accept the matter courage’s not at this limit, but working on 

justifying them. And so do not work to narrow the difference alone from the lexicon of the nation, but 

work on enlarging it (Swariz, 2018; Abdel Kareem, 1989: 21-22).  

Such these terms lead to dedication of disunion among parts of the Arab world, being taking in the 

mentality of the receiver a reality different from the federal reality that every Arab seeks to achieve. 

 

3.2. Political Expeditions: 

The west perceived the great impact left by the educational process of consequences in the 

offspring’s psychology, so the Western states started selecting students according to specifications in their 

faced is the readiness of these students to be involved in their communities and ability to imitate them, so 

granted them certificates to be - at the end – beside them to found the social and political behavior they 

seek in the Arab states, so the Western states exploited the madness of Easterners, especially Arabs of 

certificates and scientific degrees a lot till today became at our educational institutions conditions to grant 

labor opportunities and occupying occupations, and there is difference between oneself to learn from his 

country and learn at the west courtyards and this is a natural thing as a result of the difference of the 

Western culture that generations of the Nation started tending to transfer it (Noth, 2018). 

The matter of expeditions is an important matter in constituting trends and awareness of the 

educated, from which the Western culture forms a part of its awareness of problems that confront his 

Arab World and forms a double look at him, and the returner may bear the nationality of that country, and 
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so he behaves according to the policy of things of his mother country together with a double nationality, 

he is a citizen at his mother country and considered a citizen at the country he bears its nationality, by that 

we were put in the post of decision-makers, owners of loyalties unable and do not promote to the level of 

the national decision and through they call themselves nationalists. 

 

3.3. Media: 

Media has extreme impact on individuals and groups, and has a great significance in informing 

readers and listeners about occurrences and directing them according to the writer’s point of view, and 

media was considered a fourth authority added to the well-known three authorities. The foreign states had 

exploited it against the Arab states, and had the impact on our Arab, Islamic and human culture, and at the 

period of the Arab media emergence it started dependence, in its invariable and props, on the Western 

media, so became subordinate to it in many of the media subjects, the thing that dedicated the inferiority 

complex in the Arab media, and when France and Britain had made the regionality the Arab media started 

glorifying what the enemies left. 

The Arab media started dedicating regionality and going far from tackling causes of unity, so the 

Arab media catches what the Western media reveals and imitates it in style and even in subject it 

employs, tackles the Western terms and the Arab media be directed to serve mistaken issues so employs, 

for example the word “homeland” to indicate to the issue meanwhile the word “homeland” means, in 

Arabic, the Arab Homeland, and employs the word “money” to indicate to the people of the regional state 

meanwhile means to an Arab ‘the Arab Nation’ and also if an Arab state wanted to return its relations 

with another Arab state after a long cessation of media with the term of normalization, and so it was pin-

pointed that this state is a different thing from this and both of them are an Arab State (Kana’n, 1982). 

This washes every thought waves behind with narrowness of Arab discrepancies and also melts 

every studied fact of values, Arab ethics and introduces the Arab unity as it had done its role in the past, 

in time of the Orthodox Caliphs, Ommayads, Abbasides, and Bani Othman and subdues to a new stage of 

the environmental and temporal variables, this is the faith of historical inevitability bare from the value of 

religious and the correct rules of thoughts. 

 

 

The Conclusion: 

The study had come asserting the correctness of hypothesis upon which it learned on in the 

introduction and many of the inquiries raised, their answers came in the folds of study, and what concerns 

us here are those general consequences and the necessary recommendations to lay these consequences 

into force, we can clear that with the following: 

 

Consequences: 

We have deduced the most significant following general consequences: 

1. The imperialist states were not alone in making the Arab conflicts, but there are other local 

factors, their source was the Arab environment headed by the Arab imitation of the west at all 

phases and this is a great error; for not everything correct in the west becomes correct at the 

Arabs, each team has its environment and special  ideology. 

2. Syllabuses, media and the Arab expeditions are unable to fulfil the message of solving the Arab 

conflicts being could not find common divisors among the Arab states after passing half a century 

since performance of the Arab Regional State, for example: the Arab cooperation, it is the how, 

forms and penetrating its interiors truly they are all issues we study them in methods of study and 

hear them in media means, also the Arab unity in the form that fits its achievement and steps 

seeking it are still absent and the talk about it is as ancient as the Arab partition, beside absorbing 
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a great number of concepts and terms in our syllabuses and our media do not serve the issues, but 

increase division of them. 

3. But expeditions all along numerous decades we find their role extremely limited being did not 

acquire from the West the basis of their advancement and for it the solution of conflicts among its 

countries and employing it in solving the Arab conflicts after doing changes and amendments to 

fit our Arab setting. 

4. The intellectual laceration which catches the Arab World is the sharpest mistaken laceration and 

stronger impact the time by which the Arab thought is connected, finds an easy way to overstep 

other lacerations; like the geographic, political, and economic laceration. 

 

These previous consequences resulted in a number of recommendations, the most significant of 

them are: 

1. Working on laying mutual studying syllabuses for all sectors and scientific levels in the Arab 

World though committees to constitute common intellectual divisors at men of the Arab Nation, 

preparing for laying a solution satisfies any terminal of terminals of the conflict among them 

starting from the mutual understanding of their issues. 

2. Organizing committees for each specialization of the scientific specializations on purpose of 

purifying it from the concepts and mistaken terms that do not achieve understanding that serves 

the Nation and shares in overstepping its discrepancies. 

3. Limiting the scientific expeditions abroad, especially in specializations existing at the Arab 

universities, that is by enlargement in programs of post-graduate studies at different 

specializations in the Arab World, except the scientific expeditions that the Arab World lacks and 

does not exist in the Arab universities. 

4. Enhancing the role of the Arab States League as a reference for the Arab Nation to achieve 

objectives that serve the Arab issues far away from any Non-Arab agenda. 
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